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01 Introduction 
a. Design challenge 

b. Initial assumptions

 



Design 
challenge

BACKGROUND

Controlling our expenditure on a daily basis can be

a difficult task. With the rise of cashless and digital

payments, many find it even more challenging  to

keep tabs on their personal finances. It is known

that people without budgets are more likely to fall

into debt and anxiety.

CHALLENGE AND GOALS

My challenge and goal is to learn more about

the problems users in Singapore face with

personal budgetting, and to create a solution

to encourage budgeting and make the process

easier.



Initial 
assumptions

Singaporeans all have a budget they

have developed.

They may have difficulty

sticking/committing to this budget.

Most (young) Singaporeans already use

budgetting apps to help them keep

track of personal expenses. 

 

 



02 Research 

a. Market research

b. User research 

c. User insights 

d. How might we statement

e. User personas

 



Personal budgeting is not a new concept. Yet, many people find budgeting

difficult to do. A 2020 Intuit Survey of at least 1,500 people found that more

than 60% didn’t know how much money they spent the previous month. The

same survey found a correlation between the age of the person and the

likelihood of having a budget. In summary, the older the person, the more

likely they were to know how much they spent. In part the Gen Z and

Millennial generation are the least likely to budget well.

Of note, young people in Singapore juggle many financial responsibilities as

they progress into adulthood. They have to learn to make more significant

financial decisions as compared to previous generations, due to higher life

expectancies and a higher cost of living. However, the average young adults'

financial habits are falling short, as more have a tendency to spend more

than they should, especially with the increasing popularity of cashless

payments and "buy now, pay later" schemes. There is a need for millennials to

have better knowledge and control over their personal finances.

Market research

https://mint.intuit.com/blog/budgeting/spending-knowledge-survey/


User research
Methodology and objectives

A combination of remote and face-to-face in-depth

interviews

Online surveys

Reasons why people budget (or don't budget)

Challenges faced by users as they budget 

Pain points and good things experienced by users in the

tools they use to budget

I used the following methods to conduct my research: 

Altogether, I approached 10-15 people, between the ages

of 21-40.

My research objectives were to understand the following: 



Interviews

How do you currently budget? 

How do you know how to budget? (What information sources do you

access to know how to budget?)

What are your goals for budgetting? 

What app(s) do you currently use for budgetting? 

What problems do you face when using budgetting apps?

If you could design a budgetting app, what top 3 features would you

include?

I interviewed 5-6 people, between the ages of 23-30. Some of the

questions i asked included: 



Online survey
I also conducted a online survey with a sample of 10-12 people in  Singapore, between the ages of 21 and

40. Below are some questions that I included in my survey. Here is the link to the full online survey.

https://1m23xxy35bj.typeform.com/to/O3SJRXaN


User insights

While users are not opposed to download and try

budgetting apps, they find it difficult to sustain

their use of these apps as it is tedious, time

consuming and unmotivating to use.

Users want automaticity, summary reports,

reminders and motivators embedded into their

budgetting app to encourage them to continue

with budgeting.

Most users are unaware of recommended methods

of budgeting, and wish to gain more knowledge

on how best to allocate their finances.



design a budgeting app, so that all users
will make informed budgeting decisions
and sustain their budgeting habits? 

 

How might we ...

From the insights, the following "How might we" statement was formulated:



User personas  
With the information I gathered from my user

research and my insights, I proceeded to create

3 user personas, whom I expect to be my target

users. The following slides showcase

these user personas.



User 
persona  



User
persona  



User
persona  



03 The process 
a. Crazy 8s

b. Card sorting

c. Site map 



Crazy 8's  

Using my HMW

statement as a guide, I

proceeded to ideate

using Crazy 8's. 



User stories were created based on the data collected from research. 

They were then placed in cards, and sorted using a open card sorting

method. 

Trello was used to help with this process. 

Subsequently, the MoSCoW method was used to prioritise features to

showcase in the minimum viable product (MVP). The cards were labelled

based on their priority levels (based on colour) - as shown on the next

slide.

Card sorting (via Trello)





Site Map With the main features piroritized, a site map was created with Miro. 

A closer look at the site map can be seen on Miro itself.

https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVOWn3bIQ=/?invite_link_id=750093971546


04 The Design
iterations 

a. Low fidelity prototype

b. Mid fidelity prototype

c. Usability testing

d. User interface design



Low-fidelity prototype

I used an app

called invision, to

create a low-

fidelity prototype

of my app. Here is

the link to the file

for a closer look.

https://betheahow42405.invisionapp.com/freehand/Capstone-trial-d1M3OWYqm


Mid-fidelity prototype From the low-fidelity prototype, I developed

a mid-fidelity prototype using Figma. Here is

the link for a closer look.

Simple log-in/sign up page

Users can choose to start using the app without an

account, if they do not wish to make an account. 

Following start/log-in, users are directed to a simple

overview of their expenses.

This overview aims to show the user at one-glance, how

they have been spending, and how much they have left to

spend in their budget.

The bottom menu also shows clearly the main features of

the app for easy access for the user.

Log in and home-page

https://www.figma.com/file/d6SqtVuRqgNZhVXAIvfs24/Mid-fidelity-(Capstone%2C-BetheaHow)?node-id=0%3A1


This is the main feature of the app, where users can input

their daily expenses. 

They can choose which account they would like each

expense to belong to. 

They can also assign personalised categories to each

expense - which would then be reflected in the pie chart on

the home-page.

To remind users to key in their expenses, the user can add a

notification to be shown, at a certain time of the day. This

feature can be seen in the 'Settings' menu.

Mid-fidelity prototype

Add expense



Mid-fidelity prototype

Users can track their daily and monthly expenses on this

page, and compare their expenditure across months. 

They can also add accounts to help separate the different

kind of expenses they may have (e.g. personal account for

personal expenses, household account for household

expenses).

They can also opt to link their specific accounts to their

bank account/cards, to allow daily expenses to be

automatically recorded in the app.

Accounts



Mid-fidelity prototype

A one-sentence "Tip of the day"will be shown at the top of

the page for ease of reference. This is to provide users with

more knowledge about budgetting, but at the same time,

make this information quick and easy to access. 

Users can click on the other sections, or chat with the

chatbot "Bud-dy", to find out more about any specific

questions they may have.

Education 



Mid-fidelity prototype

This is the gamified component of the app

The aim of this feature is to motivate users to continue

using the app and hopefully, sustain their budgetting

practices.

First-time users can click on the mascot for an explanation

on how the game will work.

My Plant - Game 



Usability testing

Testing and validation 

How intuitive is the flow of the prototype? 

Is inputting the expense quick and simple for the

user?

Does it meet the user's expectations for an expense

tracker app?

Is the content on each screen simple and easy for

the user to process?

With my mid-fidelity prototype, I tested the design and

flow of the prototype with 6 users. I did the testing via 

 Zoom, as well as via face to face methods.

My goals for this testing were to determine: 



Usability testing

Feedback

After the interviews, I transcribed relevant statments

made by my users, placing them on sticky notes on Miro.

Using a closed card sorting method, I placed each

statement under its relevant category. I then further

grouped similar insights under each category. Here is

the link to the Miro board for a closer look.

https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVOWn3bIQ=/?invite_link_id=693435451643


Usability testing

Data plotting

I then plotted the data to summarise the main issues

my users met when they tested the prototype. Due to

the amount of issues I had, I decided to prioritise the

issues according to the decision tree guide shown

here. The next slide shows my data plotting and how

I prioritised each issue.



Link to Miro board for a closer look.

https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVOWn3bIQ=/?invite_link_id=890993094334


Usability testing
Solution generation 

Based on the data plotting, I proceeded to generate some

solutions. In view of limited time, I prioritized solutions for issues

of higher piority (i.e. "critical', "serious" issues VS "medium",

"low" issues).

Link to Miro board for a closer look.

https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVOWn3bIQ=/?invite_link_id=890993094334


User
interface 
design
At the same time, I also

developed my moodboard

and decided on the UI

design and colours.

Shown here is my style

guide. My moodboard

and style guide can be

seen  on Figma, here.

https://www.figma.com/file/JFdSYyLdcRgeeCSYGl2BLV/Moodboard-(Capstone-project-Jan-2022)?node-id=0%3A1


05 The Results a. High fidelity prototype

b. Next steps



High-fidelity prototype

Welcome to Budget!

The main theme is emulated through the logo - The user will take care and help

his plant grow, through cultivating good budgetting habits. The logo also has a

more 'cartoony' feel to it, which introduces the 'game' component to the app,

and hopefully gives budgetting a more lighthearted feel for the user.

New users can opt to start a guest account without having to log in - for easier

accessibility.

Users who wish to access paid features of the app can choose to sign up for an

account.

They will be directed to a financial habits quiz. The information gathered from

this quiz will help to inform the kind of budgetting tips and articles they will

receive. This will help furtherpersonalize the app to the user.

Accounts sign up/log in

Feel free to access the prototype on the Figma file here.

https://www.figma.com/file/fTCXnCYMuHPhNGNAR0Yxl7/High-fidelity-(Capstone%2C-BetheaHow)?node-id=0%3A1


High-fidelity prototype

The first thing the user should see is a breakdown of his expenses by

category, colour coded on a pie chart for easier reference. 

The user can also visually see his budget and his expenditure in relation to

that budget, on a progress bar. A button to "edit budget" is also placed

directly beside the bar for easier access if the user wishes to change his

budget. 

The user can click on a drop down menu, to choose which account he

would like to see on the home page (see "My accounts")

A budgetting "tip of the day" is also placed on the home page - to give

bite-sized and quick information to the user to further inform his

budgetting practices. The user can choose to click on this tip if he wants to

find out more.

Home page



High-fidelity prototype

Users can add and

customize notifications in

the app.

They can also choose a

particular time of the day

they wish the notification

to pop up.

Notifications

The settings page allows the user to sync

his specific accounts to other accounts

(e.g. to his spouse's account). This will

allow for members of the same

household to see and account for each

other's expenses. 

The user is also able to add

bills/recurring payments, so that these

expenses are automatically accounted

for each month.

First time users can also do a tour of the

app, to better understand the main

features the app offers.

Settings 



High-fidelity prototype

Users will have the option to

create multiple accounts in

the app. This is so that users

can choose to separate

expenses for various

reasons (e.g. personal

expenses VS travel

expenses VS household

expenses).

My accounts

Users will be able
to see a more
detailed
breakdown of their
daily and monthly
expenditure. 
There will also be
insights into their
spending, so the
user understands
better their overall
spending patterns.



High-fidelity prototype

My accounts

They will be able to sync their bank

accounts/credit/debit cards to their specific accounts,

to allow for automaticity in recording of their expenses.



High-fidelity prototype

Users can access articles about

budgetting and investment on

this page.

Budget tips
They can also chat with the app

mascot "Bud-dy", asking him

any question they may have

about budgetting and/or the

app. 



High-fidelity prototype

This is the game component of the app

Through opening the app/spending within

their budget each month, users can earn

"leaf points". They can use these leaf

points to buy items for their plant, to help

grow and beautify it. 

The ultimate aim of the game is to

encourage users to continue using the

app and continue with budgetting. 

My plant 



Next steps

Continue doing more usability testing with a wider

range of users (varied age ranges and stages of life)

Consider how to allow the user to personalize more

features, make the app more tailored to the user to

motivate the user to use it more

Explore more of the syncing function - syncing of app

accounts to other household members.



06 The
Evaluation

Found this most enjoyable, and I loved

working with Figma, however really time

consuming and tedious. May need to

delve more in to the program to find

more efficient ways of working with it.

Prototyping

This process has taught me ways to

systematically look at data and

categorise it. Also introduced me to

tools such as Miro and Trello that was

really useful to organize my thoughts

and turn data into insights.

Data analysis

Not my most favourite part, I found

interviews challenging to prepare for

and perform. However, it did make me

think deeper about the user and to be

empathetic to their needs, instead of

what I felt was needed for the app.

User research



Thank you!
For questions, comments and suggestions, feel free

to connect with me via betheahow94@gmail.com.

Tools used

Miro, Figma, Trello

Icons and images

Flaticon, Behance, The noun project



Appendix 
Mid-fidelity (Figma): https://www.figma.com/file/d6SqtVuRqgNZhVXAIvfs24/Mid-fidelity-(Capstone%2C-

BetheaHow)?node-id=0%3A1

High-fidelity (Figma): https://www.figma.com/file/fTCXnCYMuHPhNGNAR0Yxl7/High-fidelity-

(Capstone%2C-BetheaHow)?node-id=0%3A1

Workspace board (Miro): https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVOWn3bIQ=/?invite_link_id=499331650001


